Tone 2:
Melodic Type 2

Resurrection Troparion - Tone 2
Cadential structure highlighted in red noteheads.
Click on any RED text to link to sound files
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Tonal Analysis: The Tone 2 type-2 melody always begins and ends on the pitch A - the mediant - as referenced to the tonality
and mode of F Major. The phrase endings always alternate between the pitches F and A respectively, with the final phrase
always ending on the pitch A. The pitch gamut is a narrow perfect 4th, predominantly from the tonic F to the subdominant Bb,
although the C above is not uncommon (see Resurrection Kontakion) and in some cases the Db or D above that may be heard.
The leading tone E is rarely used, except as a lower neighbor between the tonic F in the cadential phrase 'X' as shown above.
The opening phrase will often move down from an A to an F before ascending up to an emphasized Bb. The pitch Bb will often
be arrived at multiple times depending upon the length of the opening phrase. Observe that the body of any phrase 'A' in this
melodic type will rotate around the three pitches G, A and Bb, with the pitch F occuring only at the end and often at or near the
beginning of the phrase. The contrasting phrase 'B' usually starts with the pitch A (sometimes G) and always ends on the
pitch A. Observe the characteristic ending of the 'B' phrase which invariably involves a progression from an emphasized and
often repeated F up to the pitch A. The final phrase 'X' often involves a progression from F up to A at the beginning and always
ends with an emphasized lower neighbor G resolving through an upper neighbor Bb to the cadential pitch A. Some common
variants of the phrase 'A' and phrase 'X' endings can be seen on the following page.
Traditional four part choral harmonizations render this melodic type in the major mode with the cadential pitch of the 'B' phrase
occasionally treated as a dominant of the relative minor for tonal contrast. The ison F can be used throughout this melodic type,
with possibly a C as a penultimate tone.
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Common variants of phrase A endings:


 




 












  









Cadential phrase X variant:

  



  





Structural Analysis: The Tone 2 type-2 melody has a very simple alternating A-B phrase structure with a more distinctive
cadential phrase - X. The melody is almost entirely conjunct, and the simple tonal structure makes it easy to memorize and to
adapt to a variety of texts. Table I shows the phrase structure of some comparable Tone 2 type2a hymn settings. Observe that
the only time two 'A' phrases will repeat in succession is for the 'Glory...now...". Also, note that the cadential phrase 'X' may
follow either phrase 'A' or 'B'.
In the Serbian Orthodox Church the 2nd Antiphon "Glory...Only Begotten..." is commonly sung in a Tone 2 type 2a melody.
However, both the tonal shape and the phrase structure are different from the typical usage of this melodic type. The 2nd
Antiphon phrase structure, shown at the bottom of Table I, features an additional and regularly recurring phrase 'C' which
extends the gamut up to emphasized pitches C and Db/D. Although this is a commonly sung melody, it is not used as a model
for troparia and kontakia settings. This does not mean, however, that the phrase 'C' - an example of which is shown below could not be musically woven into a hymn setting by a cantor for the purpose of tonal and structural variety.
TABLE I: Tone 2 - Type2 Phrase Structures
from the Serbian Osmoglasnik: Tone 2
16. Glory.....Theotokion............................................ A, A', A'', B, A''', B', X
17. God is the Lord (verse)....................................... A, B
18. 1st Kathisma (the Noble Joseph)........................ A, B, A', X
19. Arise, O Lord (verse).......................................... A, B
The angel did appear (stihir).......................... A, B, A', B', X
20. Glory... Now........................................................ A, A'
We Praise you, O Virgin (stihir)..................... A, B, A', B', A'', X
41. Resurrection Kontakion.................................... A, B, A', B', X
(from the Anthology of Serbian Chant vol 2)
pg. 182 Orthodoxy Sunday Troparion ......................
pg. 183 Orthodoxy Sunday Kontakion .....................
pg 308 St. Arch Michael Kontakion..........................
pg 348 St. John Baptist Kontakion............................

A, B, A', B', A'', B'', X
A, B, A', B', X
A, B, A', X
A, B, A', B', A'', B'', A''', B''', X

(Anomolous phrase structure)
pg 13 Glory...Only Begotten..................................... A, A', C, A'', B, A''', C', A'''', B', C'', X
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Performance Suggestions: The Tone 2 type-2 melody should move quickly with the half-note receiving the
basic pulse and with the quarter-notes felt metrically in groups of twos and occasional threes, following the
accent patterns of the text. Stress marks have been appended to noteheads where appropriate to serve as an aid
in performing the troparion chant. Cadential structures have been highlighted in red; these structures, together
with the variants illustrated on pg 2, should be adhered to as closely as possible. The examples on Table I
should be studied, sung and familiarized before proceeding to the exercises below.

Exercise 1: Practice singing the Resurrection Troparion melody on page 1 until you have it memorized.
Then, try singing the same melody to the pointed text for the Dormition Kontakion below. Don't hesitate to make
adjustments where needed to accommodate the textual differences. As always, try to maintain the cadential formula
(phrase endings) and try to follow the accent patterns of the text in rendering the rhythm correctly. After you've
completed the exercise you can compare your work to the version found in the Anthology of Serbian Chant
- volume 2 on Pg 387. Observe that it is also possible to render this same troparion in just four musical phrases
by combining the text "For being the Mother of Life, she was translated to life" into a single A' phrase. You may
to try setting it in this fashion as well.
A
B
Neither the tomb, nor death, could hold the Theotokos, // who is constant in prayer and in firm hope
A'
B'
in the intercessions. // For being the Mother of Life, // she was translated to life //
X
by the One who dwelt in her Virginal womb.
Exercise 2: Try pointing the following kontakion to St. Mark and then singing it. After you've tried it a
few times, compare your version with that found in the Anthology of Serbian Chant - volume 2 on Pg 363.
"Having received the grace of the Spirit from on high, you have conquered the wisdom of the philosophers,
O Apostle Mark, worthy of all praise. And having caught the gentiles as in a net by preaching the divine Gospel,
you have led them to your Master."

Click here to access audio and pdf's for all Resurrection Troparia, Kontakia
and Prokeimena in the 8 Tones in both English and Church Slavonic.
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